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Non-Fiction – Biography/Memoir

Thin Wire: A Mother’s Journey Through her Daughter’s Heroin Addiction is an honest and intimate
account of heroin addiction told by both mother and daughter. Amber is introduced to drugs
and becomes addicted without her mother’s knowledge. She meets a dealer who f eeds her
habit. Whilst living together, they are raided by the police. Bailed to her mother’s address with
a £200-a-day addiction, Amber doesn’t think her family will accept her back when they
discover the truth. When she’s charged by the police with dealing class A drugs and accepting
stolen goods, she fears she’ll go to prison. Trying to feed her habit alone, Amber meets a fellow
addict who offers to introduce her to prostitution. The prospect terrifies her, but will her
mother help her? 

An unflinching story that looks at drug addiction from two different sides, Thin Wire will appeal
to a diverse range of readers, in particular fans of autobiographies and memoirs, and is
reminiscent of Melvin Burgess’ Junk. The book’s concluding section offers two sets of
guidelines; one for addicts, the other for parents or partners of addicts, while the in-depth,
harrowing real life story vividly illustrates the difficulties of overcoming addiction. In a society
where 50% of teenagers experiment with drugs, Amber is every mother’s child. She could be
yours.

Featured in Woman & Home, New! Magazine, Woman Magazine, The Daily
Express and on BBC Sussex and Surrey.

1st October 2012
9781780882956

£7.99
Paperback

THIN WIRE
A MOTHER’S JOURNEY
THROUGH HER
DAUGHTER’S HEROIN
ADDICTION

CHRISTINE LEWRY

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography/Memoir
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Erna Low was instrumental in starting what has become a
multimillion pound industry: the ski holiday business. In 1932, she

placed an advert in the Morning Post saying “Austria, fortnight, £15
only, including rail and hotel, arranged by young Viennese Graduette

for young people leaving Christmas”. For her, it was a way to get
back home to see her family over Christmas, but the popularity of

the trip soon saw it develop into a lucrative business. 

This illustrated hardback biography starts with a foreword by actor
Roger Lloyd Pack. 

Editor's Pick in The Bookseller

Better Conceiv’d than Describ’d is the first full biography of James King
– the interesting, though tragically short-lived, Royal Navy Officer in

the reign of George III. Captain James King’s adventurous life saw
him lay claim to Alaska in the name of George III, fight as a frigate
captain in the American War of Independence and test the marine

chronometer that revolutionised navigation. Starting in the small
town of Clitheroe, and taking us to the edges of the then kno wn

world on a great voyage of discovery, this book also examines the
death of Captain Cook at the hands of the Hawaiians.

AIMING HIGH
The Life and Times of Ski Pioneer Erna Low

Mark Frary

1st January 2013
9781780883540

£19.95
Hardback

1st January 2013
9781780883595

£29.99
Hardback

BETTER CONCEIV’D
THAN DESCRIB’D

The Life and Times of Captain James King
(1750-84), Captain Cook’s Friend and

Colleague

Steve Ragnall
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Non-Fiction – Travel

BEWITCHED BY BURMA

Anne Carter

Published: 1 October 2012
ISBN: 9781780882710

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Bewitched by Burma gives a rare insight into Myanmar’s remarkable
past. Based on largely unpublished letters and diaries written during
the first half of the twentieth century, it paints an intimate picture of
everyday life in pre-independence Burma.

Spanning fifty years from the days of the British Raj to the granting
of full independence after the Japanese conflict, the book tells a vivid
and often humorous tale of the challenges of lif e in Burma faced by
Anglican missionaries. Setting out on the five-week sea passage to
Burma, these men and women left comfortable but boring lives in
Edwardian Britain in search of adventure. Their task was to preach
Christianity in a Buddhist land about which they knew little. Once
there, they rapidly fell in love with the country, its rich culture and
warm people, whom they grew to respect deeply. 

Published: 1st January 2013
ISBN: 9781780883861

Price: £13.95
Binding: Paperback

BEARBACK

The World Overland

Dr. Pat Garrod

Bearback is the story, now released in paperback, of two GPs who
took off on their motorcycle, The Bear, to see the world.  Across
the deserts of Africa, over the mountains of the Andes, deep into
the jungles of Indochina, and beyond the Arctic Circle; 100,000 miles
through six continents and 64 countries. A circumnavigation of epic
proportion and entirely unsupported, it was to become one of the
longest journeys ever undertaken by a couple on one motorcycle, a
journey destined to change their lives forever.

"A gripping tale of adventure, resourcefulness and
personal discovery." Wanderlust Magazine
Real Travel Book of the Month
“An inspired travelogue” National Geographic Traveller

+ebook

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Travel
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‘I thought that the opportunity to backpack around the world had passed me by. I was mid-
thirties with a mortgage and recently married. After 12 years with the same global organisation

my career was finally moving in the right direction and I was not brave enough to give up a
good job. Then came the shock news that the car plant was closing and I r ealised that my

moment had come...

‘As The Clash once sang, ‘Should I stay or should I go now?’ These were the words
reverberating through my head on the day that Vauxhall Motors announced it would close its

Luton car plant. This was the moment of decision. Stay with the company in another factory or
take the redundancy cheque and head for the hills? 

‘It was time for serious travel, not two weeks in Tenerife so we went to South America, Africa
and Fiji before settling in Australia. In Ecuador we tried to save the Amazon and in Tanzania we
tried saving ourselves from psychotic taxi drivers. In Zimbabwe we were chased by wildlife, in

Zanzibar we were chasing sunsets. In Bolivia we searched for the remains of Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid and ended our trip finding miners sear ching for silver deep underground.

Getting lost in Stone Town and trekking through Peru was all part of the adventure. In Africa
we slept under the Milky Way and had a wake up call on the Zambezi. In the South Pacific we
slept metres from the beach and, after a night flight, we woke in Australia to start a new life.’

"An extraordinary adventure.” 
Luton Today Published: 1st January 2013

ISBN: 9781780883908
Price: £9.99

Binding: Paperback

ROUND THE
BEND

ALISTAIR
MCGUINNESS

+ebook
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Non-Fiction

Behind The Sofa is a collection of over 100 celebrity memories of Doctor Who, compiled in
aid of Alzheimer’s Research UK. Steve Berry decided to undertake this project in memory of
his mother Janet, who suffered from Alzheimer’s in her final years and passed away in 2009.
The book has taken more than four years to put together and its publication has been
“crowd-funded” by the pre-orders of an enthusiastic Whovian community. 

Contributors include comedians Al Murray, Stephen Merchant, and Bill Oddie; actors Lynda
Bellingham, Nicholas Parsons, and Rhys Thomas; writers Neil Gaiman, Jenny Colgan, Jonathan
Ross and Charlie Brooker and politicians Louise Mensch and Tom Harris. In addition, there is
input from a number of the writers, actors and production staff who were involved in
creating Doctor Who stories new and old. The book has been beautifully illustrated by
popular Doctor Who Magazine artist Ben Morris and is a must-have for Whovians worldwide.

“I always had a sneaking suspicion that e veryone in the world loves Doctor Who. Now I have
proof! If I could get all the famous names who contributed to this book into one r oom, it
would be the maddest Doctor Who party ever. Until then, their favourite memories of the
programme are preserved for all to see. Plus, everyone who buys a copy will be helping to
give hope to the 820,000 people in the UK living with dementia toda y,” says author Steve
Berry. 100% of the book royalties, proceeds and net profit will be donated
to Alzheimer’s Research UK.

"Al Murray backs Doctor Who Book” 
The Telegraph

27th Sept 2012
9781780882857

£14.99
Hardback

BEHIND THE
SOFA
CELEBRITY MEMORIES OF
DOCTOR WHO

STEVE BERRY
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Non-Fiction 

Writing a Marketable Book helps an author create a book that has a
decent chance of getting published and selling copies. ‘Getting
published’, in whatever form, is the Holy Grail. But countless

authors either fail to make it off the slush pile , or self-publish a
book that sells just a few copies. 

What’s needed is guidance on writing a book that has a decent
chance of selling – focusing on initial concept right through to

polished manuscript. That’s where Writing a Marketable Book comes
in. This is a guide to the business of publishing and mark eting, and to
creating a marketable product. It’s what every author needs: a clear,
practical, friendly, easy-to-follow book that helps you write a book

that readers want to read.  

BRITISH VOICES

Joe Hayman

Published: 1st January 2013
ISBN: 9781780883878

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

WRITING A
MARKETABLE BOOK

Charlie Wilson

British Voices tells the story of Joe’s travels around the UK in the
aftermath of the 2011 riots, speaking to over 1,000 people about
the state of British society. He undertook the journey because he

wanted the voices of citizens in Britain to be hear d.  

Tying their views together, Hayman concludes that the UK is a
nation of kind, decent people but that confusion, loss and despair
are all too common. British Voices is an uncompromising analysis of

the most pressing concerns of people at all le vels of British society

Featured in The Bookseller

“Vivid and telling insights... It is a worrying account
which should be widely read.”

Peter Riddell, Institute for Government, Director

Published: 1st December 2012
ISBN: 9781780882727

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook
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Non-Fiction

THE BLUE RIBBON
DINNER PARTY
COOKBOOK
Master the Art of Relaxed Entertaining

Alison Wheatcroft

Published: 1st January 2013
ISBN: 9781780883717

Price: £14.95
Binding: Paperback

The Blue Ribbon Dinner Party Cookbook is a new format cookbook
that shows you how to prepare delicious meals in an easy, organised
manner so that you spend the evening with your guests, not in the
kitchen. Alison Wheatcroft uses a new, innovative way to plan your
culinary tasks, using a blue ribbon that signifies ho w much of a
recipe you can prepare ahead of time – often all of it.   This book
details how to make your dinner party into a joy to prepare and
present and puts you in the limelight – not in the kitchen.

“Innovative cookbook.” The Bookseller

Published: 1st December 2012
ISBN: 9781780883441

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

CHANGING TIMES

Steve Millward

1964 was when the swinging sixties really began. Youth culture
dominated the media and the spirit of optimism was ubiquitous.  Yet
there were also darker forces at work which proved to be equally
significant for the future. 

Changing Times presents a clear and detailed picture of the many
personalities, events and trends that made this year so remarkable.
The escalation of the Vietnam War, elections in the USA and the
UK, the struggle for civil rights and the imprisonment of Nelson
Mandela are just two of the topics covered. Steve connects music
and politics, linking them to the wider world of art, film, fashion,
sport, science and technology. He also covers developments in
Africa and the Caribbean. 

+ebook
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In his long career in literary journalism, Alex Hamilton has probably met and talked in depth to
more of our great writers than anyone else, from the most critically acclaimed to the most
hard-nosed bestsellers, from novelists to cartoonists, and in every genre, from Thrillers and

Whodunnits to Short Stories, from Poetry to Science Fiction. 

This selection from a life’s work gives us a rare insight into the minds and lives of some of the
most fascinating creators of our modern culture. The reader will soon realise that no two of

these eighty-five featured authors – such as Kurt Vonnegut, Angela Carter, Stephen King,
Daphne du Maurier, Ian McEwan, Jorge Luis Borges, Graham Greene or Margaret Atwood –

are alike. Splendidly informative and serious, Writing Talk is also often very funny: a book to dip
into as the mood takes, or to dive into hungrily.

“Not only is it very wide-ranging, it also shines a light into some v ery curious
corners. I found it fascinating from beginning to end.”

Philip Pullman, award-winning author of ‘His Dark Materials’

“As varied and quirky a gallery of portraits as you could hope to find. Ha milton
is both generous and observant, and he gets the best out of  his people.”

Anthony Thwaite, poet and writer

“A rich and fascinating collection, and a great read” Al Alvarez

WRITING
TALK

ALEX HAMILTON

1st December 2012
9781780883397

£9.95
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Humour

Who could drown a goldfish or talk directly to God? Use a jigsaw as a template
for china restoration? End up in the village millpond? Who planned for future
blindness with military precision and sampled many of the different religions?

The answer to all these questions was Giddy Aunt Lillian.

She made a bank manager carry her money to a rival bank and then check ed on their
security. She created a pets’ graveyard in the back garden, from which she wanted to star t a
new business. Fairies ‘really did exist’ at the bottom of her gar den and she was the bane of
all the churches in the vicinity. She was every child’s dream relative but every family’s
nightmare. Great-aunt Lillian was blissfully unaware of the chaos she left in her wak e and was
the talk of the village who f ound her adventures a constant source of gossip. 

Oh My Giddy Aunt! is set in a gentler time , before the onslaught of health and saf ety rules and
regulations or political correctness. It was a time when eccentricity was celebrated and
social services was in its infancy. Today Lillian would be investigated and declared insane –
and the family probably would have been advised to put her away. Her niece Jojo was much
beleaguered by her unconventional aunt and was often innocently drawn into her schemes,
but the magic stayed with Jojo as she went on to write this book – it is nar rated from her
point of view. 

1st January 2013
9781780883939

£7.99
Paperback

OH MY
GIDDY
AUNT!
A RELATIVE PROBLEM

JAY CASSIE +ebook
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Fiction – Humour

What do people think it’s like living with an over-sexed,
ginger pumpkin, two mad humans and a cast of f eline misfits? Forget

about caring cats and hero cats; Evie is a bad cat with a bad cat’ s
view of life. She is small, smart and black and lived wild until she was

caught by the lumpy old cat rescuer who ended up adopting her. 

Evie’s Diary reveals her contempt for her fellow felines and for her
humans, the Earth Mother and Poor Roger, who are no match for
Evie’s manipulative little brain. Evie finds herself living with a w eird

array of felines, including Benjamin Wobble, a porky ginger boy with
mobility problems, Bella, a Persian resembling a hairy beetroot and

the ancient, fur-covered coat-hanger, Bonnie Bun-Bun. 

A MATTER OF 
LIFE AND DEATH

Paul Carroll

Published: 1st November 2012
ISBN: 9781780883168

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Published: 1st December 2012
ISBN: 9781780883274

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

EVIE’S DIARY

A Bad Cat’s View of Life

Heather Cook

+ebook

When advertising maverick Farren Mortimer sets up
AMOLAD to bring the funeral business into the 21st centur y his

ideas capture the public’s attention as he cashes in on the ne w
zeitgeist of conspicuous public mourning. Appointed as the

government’s ‘bereavement czar’ it looks as if Mor timer can’t put a
foot wrong as he single-handedly puts the ‘fun’ into funerals. But
commercialising death isn’t without its problems; not everybody

gives ‘Mr Eulogy’ and his slick marketing techniques their blessing. 

But who wants to bury Mortimer the most? Is it the anarchist
graffiti street artist? The road safety campaigner with designs on

Mortimer as well as his money? The award-seeking journalist who
smells a BAFTA? Or someone much closer to home? As the

government’s inaugural ‘People’s Remembrance Day’ bank holiday
date approaches, will it be redemption or requiem for Mortimer?
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Fiction – Romance

WHEN THE SIREN
CALLS

Tom Barry

Published: 1st November 2012
ISBN: 9781780883106

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

When restless and neglected Isobel is invited to an idyllic Tuscan
retreat, owned by the enigmatic Jay, she imagines a life of excitement
outside her stagnant marriage. Despite fear and guilt, she abandons
herself in a love affair, but is soon trapped in a web of feminine
manipulation, business intrigue, and ruthless ambition, while Jay
encourages her to push beyond her sexual boundaries. But all is not
as it seems in the hilltop paradise and as her lo ver battles for
survival, she finds herself a player in a dangerous love triangle.
Unable to know who she can trust, she must fight to control both
her own cravings and to save what little of herself is left. 

“A pacy, racy, romance.” Tom Fletcher, The Leaping

http://tombarrywrites.com

+ebook

The Problem With Happiness touches upon the fears of empty nest
syndrome. Is a new romance the answer to happiness once the kids
have left home? 

When widowed Betty Ashdown marries Rex, an elderly millionaire,
she is completely unprepared for what she finds. With one daughter
an alcoholic, another, in love with a struggling actor, she discovers
the path between loyalty to her family and happiness is treacherous.
The consequences of long-ago events and secrets make her dream
of a wealthy marriage turn into a waking nightmare...

By the same author: Mother Loved Funerals, 9781848762701, £6.99

Published: 1st January 2013
ISBN: 9781780884127

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

THE PROBLEM WITH
HAPPINESS

Roland Curram
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Fiction – Historical

The future was a mystery; but a mystery they w ould face together. The Hills
would still be the Hills; its people thoughtf ul, and thoughtless, in turn. All

would determine their own destiny. But, with Mrs McKeiver’s help, of course...

Set on Watling Street, in a fictional area of limestone hills, Mrs McKeiver’s Secrets is a
microcosm of England in the late 18th centur y where all the problems facing rural villages are

considered. This includes the horror of landlessness, the price of food and the threat of
starvation as a community is rocked to its core by the effects of the Hills' Enclosure Act 1795. 

Mrs McKeiver has lived in the Hills for twenty years. Enough time for her to be accepted as
the local midwife. She treats her women with herbal remedies, of her own making, and most

importantly, with love. By 1799, after two bad harvests and four years of landlessness, she
manages to get more organised help for desperately poor families. As an observant midwife,

she encourages the Reverend Reeves and local farmers to contribute to the pr ovision of any
meat and spare food, for those on Parish Poor Relief. The Parish House has problems of the

worse kind, with a heartless overseer; its women and orphaned children needing her help. 

In amongst, she has to deal with two pressing problems herself. Firstly, how does she increase
her paltry income? Wheat prices are rising daily and meals are becoming more difficult, even

for her and, secondly, will she have to marry again, to feed herself and her crippled adult son?
And if so, to whom?

MRS
MCKEIVER’S

SECRETS
MARGARET MORGAN

1st November 2012
9781780882604

Price: £7.99
Paperback

+ebook
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Fiction – Historical

AGAINST
THE TIDE

JOHN HANLEY

+ebook

A coming of age adventure set in the weeks before the world went to war again.

It’s July 1939 and everyone hopes war can be avoided. On the island of Jersey, 18 year old Jack
Renouf is forbidden from associating with his Uncle Fred because of his Communist views and
salacious liaison with his Spanish mistress. Caught in a trap between Caroline and Rachel, Jack
doesn't pay too much attention to international affairs especially during this glorious summer
when, despite the darkening horizon, everyone is in holiday mood. Jack is focused on breaking
the one minute barrier for the 100 yards freestyle so that he can get into the British
swimming team for the 1940 Helsinki Olympics. Desperate for those last few seconds, he
listens to Miko, an enigmatic Jewish refugee who works as a waiter in a local hotel but claims
to have trained the Romanian water polo team f or the Berlin Olympics. He persuades Jack to
try some new techniques, which he promises will bring him success. But everyone else at the
swimming club is suspicious of Miko... Launched in the exact location the stor y began 73 years
before, Against The Tide has been very well received in Jersey and around the world. 

“This book is a rich soufflé of young love, war, sport, greed and friendship. On
the outside it’s a thriller with races, boat-chases, shootings, spies, and a roller-
coaster-ride ending. On the inside it ’s a touching coming-of-age story that has
resonated with me days after finishing this book. Can’t say enough good
things.” Los Angeles reviewer

http://www.johnfhanley.co.uk

1st October 2012
9781780882987

£7.99
Paperback

Audio online
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Fiction – Historical

My name is Lady Margaret Bryan, and I held the important position of Lady
Mistress to the late King Henry ’s three children. I had the great responsibility

of looking after Lady Mary, Lady Elizabeth and, finally, Prince Edward from
their births until they were old enough to have tutors or governesses. I’m

embarking on the story of  Lady Elizabeth.

A different window on the first half of the famous Queen’ s life. Elizabeth I is a historical novel
narrated by the three women who knew her best (real figures from history), Lady Margaret

Bryan, Kat Ashley and Lady Catherine Knollys. Their unique, backstage angle on Elizabeth’s
story brings to vivid life the dramatic and dangerous period of the Tudors.

Elizabeth’s formative years left harsh scars, but at 25 she reached the throne, to great
rejoicing. Then came the sting in the tail: incredibly, she (the last Tudor) refused to marry and
provide vital heirs. Her country dreaded the likely outcome of civil war after her death. But,

selfishly, the Queen put her private f ears above her crucial public duty. Liz Woodhouse’s novel
unfolds over the first half of Elizabeth’s life, ending as she is 35 when a f earful desolation hangs
over the court because of her refusal to marry – a sharp contrast with her usual image toda y

as Gloriana and Good Queen Bess. Illuminating the emotional journey from a constrained
upbringing to a young Queen under siege to secure the line, Elizabeth I is an engrossing

historical read that will appeal to fans of Philippa Gregory and Alison Weir.

1st November 2012
9781780883076

£7.99
Paperback

ELIZABETH 1:
THE PEOPLE’S

QUEEN?
LIZ WOODHOUSE

+ebook
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Fiction – Historical

Singapore. 1940. John Garrett, a young army doctor is impatient
for the War to arrive in the Far East. He longs for the excitement
of battle and a chance to prove his skills on the front line. 
He is not prepared for surrender or imprisonment. 

The Mind’s Garden explores the intensity of wartime relationships
and the urge to discover value, meaning and purpose when faced
with adversity. It is not a typical POW narrative, but explores how
men cope when their freedom is snatched from them. 

Alison Jesson’s father was one of 400 men held in a pr opaganda
camp in Korea which the Japanese set up in order to convince the
west they were treating their prisoners well, and this novel has
been based on his letters, diaries and experiences.

Published: 18th Sept 2012
ISBN: 9781780883342

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

THE MIND’S GARDEN

Alison Jesson +ebook

GREAYS HILL

Jon Beattiey

Published: 1st December 2012
ISBN: 9781780883328

Price: £13.50
Binding: Paperback

The Border country – a wild moorland barrier between the Scots
and English – had, in the late 18th centur y started to settle down
after years of lawlessness. Reivers, the vagabond thieves who
plundered across the Cheviots, had all but disappeared.

Jack Charlton is an independent drover, living largely on his wits
with his companion, Phillips. He hears of the passing of his Aunt
Meg, who owns a hundred acres of rough farmland and Greays Hill
– a small fortified farmhouse. Jack accepts his inheritance and begins
his integration with the local community and the realisation that he
needs a wife. Murder, mischief, intrigue and skulduggery abound
alongside Jack’s conquests, including the flirty and conniving Squire’s
daughter. Along the way he discovers whose son he really is – and
has to deal with the tragic consequences. 

+ebook
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Fiction – Historical
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A story of African-American life and ambition set in the first se venty years after the Civil War.
It is a family saga about a black storekeeper in a remote company town in Kentucky, and how

he exploits the business possibilities opened up b y a modification in kerosene-lamp design,
which he appropriates from his inventive young black shop assistant, to build a multi-million

dollar family business, with repercussions far into the future.

The book offers a mini history of post-Civil War African American life. The rounded, highly
believable (sometimes controversial) characters play out their loves, ambitions, rivalries,

triumphs and sufferings against a credible and vivid background. Details of everyday life pitch
the reader into the dangerous realities of 1920s South Side Chicago, the horrors of Ku Klux
Klan white ‘justice’ and the sometimes dubious politicking of e vangelical religion. We crowd

into Mott’s Chicago Pekin Theater, for the running commentary by ticker tape from Reno
Nevada on black heavy-weight Jack Johnson’s championship triumph; cruise the Mississippi by

river boat to the seedy nightlife violence of Natchez-under-the-Hill; tour Harlem’s elegant
nightclub scene with sensation seeking white socialites.

We see the ruthless commercial ambition of Willard Stone, creator of Stone’s Kerosene Lamp
Corporation, powerfully offset by the impassioned commitment and campaigning of Elsie
‘Blaze’ Marre, black women’s rights activist, his childhood sweetheart turned remorseless

critic. Meanwhile, music-crazy son and heir Willard Jnr, disowned by his father, is blowing his
‘jass’ horn all across Prohibition club-land.

BLACK
DYNASTY

GEOFFREY HINDLEY

14th Sept 2012
9781780881959

£7.99
Paperback

+ebook
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Fiction – Thriller/Suspense

‘JOIN US NOW AND SAVE OUR GREAT NATION’

‘This is not a racist organisation,’ he told himself as he drained his coffee and
stood up. He stepped into the drizzle. ‘This is just about fighting extremism. It is

a good cause.’ He really did try to believe it.

The Fall of Charlie Dixon follows the eponymous Charlie and his friends as they react to the
turbulent events of the Noughties. From 9/11, via the War on Terror and the 7/7 bombings in
London, history looms large in their lives. As terrorist attacks overshadow the decade, more
and more of Britain's youth are pulled into the murky world of anger, violence and
Islamophobia. 

When Charlie falls for the girlfriend of the leader of The Defence of The Realm League, he is
inexorably drawn into the chaos that ensues. As the League becomes ever more violent, it
becomes clear that some won't survive the decade.

Exploring the various trials of adolescent friendship , betrayal and love against the backdrop
of the time, The Fall of Charlie Dixon is both a cautionary tale and a black comedy. 

http://www.davidcouldrey.co.uk

1st September 2012
9781780883120

£4.99
Paperback

THE FALL OF
CHARLIE
DIXON

DAVID COULDREY

+ebook
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Fiction – Thriller/Suspense

19

Barcelona, 1940. Franco is dead. The communists have emerged
victorious from the Spanish Civil War and an uneasy peace reigns

over Europe. International Brigade veteran Richard Clare returns to
Spain to cover the Barcelona Olympic games for a London

newspaper. He is intent on finding his f ormer girlfriend, from whom
he was acrimoniously parted two years previously. 

But Clare soon finds himself at the hear t of a more sensational
story...

“Mark Skeet’s first novel sucks you in and keeps you
in its grip as it twists and turns towards its thrilling

conclusion. Pacy, evocative and with a terrific conceit
– Saving Picasso is a winner.” Harry Enfield

Nick Kellaway runs a secretive hedge fund. He has grown
rich through managing other people’s money in unconventional ways.

In the summer of 2007, he is set to profit from the financial storm
clouds as the economy sinks into recession. But Nick has never

forgotten the road not taken. or Janice Day – supposedly killed in
her youth – with whom he once dreamed of travelling that road.

One evening, a phone call from a woman claiming to be her
reawakens a concealed past and threatens to disrupt his lifestyle.  

Dust on the Nettles take us from the revolutionary student politics
of the 1960s and 70s, through rape, murder, espionage, financial

scams and brushes with terrorism, to the great financial crisis of
2008. His world is stripped bare and there is no place left to hide .

Or is there? 

SAVING PICASSO

Mark Skeet

Published: 15th January 2013
ISBN: 9781780884073

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

DUST ON THE NETTLES

A. J. Blake+ebook

+ebook

Published: 1st December 2012
ISBN: 9781780881966

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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WELCOME TO THE DEADLIEST SHOW ON EARTH...

When Professor Giles Dawson, historian of magic and the great illusionists, visits the Circus
Tropicana, wintering at a former RAF airfield in Devon, he is not there to be entertained. He is
there at the request of the circus boss, Ramon Mordomo.

Ramon Mordomo has experienced a series of disasters at the cir cus, which appear to be the
work of someone trying to force him to give up the circus he loves – making him run the
Gauntlet of Fear. Once Giles has been introduced to the list of suspects, he witnesses a
number of so-called accidents – which any one of the suspects could have caused. He then
receives some cryptic messages which only add more mystery to the puzzle. Things turn
deadly when an accident in the ring turns out to be m urder... watched by hundreds of
spectators. 

The attempt to solve the riddle leads Giles to York, where the circus opens the season and
where a second murder is committed in a locked room. A murder which is so bizarre that
supernatural influences might have to be considered. As Giles begins to solve the riddle, he
realises he can’t prove his suspicions. So he calls together all the suspects and pla ys a magic
trick .... a trick designed to lure the culprit into a deadly confrontation.

1st December 2012
9781780883236 (PB)

9781780883243 (HB)
£8.99 (PB) £18.99 (HB)

GAUNTLET
OF FEAR

DAVID CARGILL
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Set in London and Australia, iPlot is a mystery thriller in the style of
Lee Childs. When Derek and Beth inadvertently pick up someone

else’s iPad while going through Heathrow airport security, they find
themselves embroiled in the attempted assassination of the

Australian Prime Minister. 

The mysterious iPad leads them on an intriguing, but mystifying
journey, which threatens to take over their lives and holiday. When
they are finally reunited with their own iPad in Canberra, they find

that they are now deeply entangled in Australian Federal police
operations, political back-stabbing, attempted murder and suicide. 

A twelve-year-old girl is killed, pushed down the stairs at her home
and beaten over the head with a golf club. DCI Scott leads the
investigation and finds himself crossing paths with Gina Gray, a

university lecturer, linguistics expert, harassed daughter, mother and
grandmother, and all-round know-all and busybody. 

Gina’s daughter, Ellie, was the dead girl’s teacher and when the police
suspect her of involvement in the murder, Gina steps into the fray

and launches her own parallel investigation. Scott is determined that
she will be kept well away from the inquiry but a serious attempt on

her life persuades him to work with her again and together they
bring the case to a star tling conclusion.

By the same author: This Is A Dreadful Sentence, 9781848764200, £7.99

IPLOT
An Apple a day does not keep 

conspiracy at bay

Lord R. Benson

Published: 1st January 2013
ISBN: 9781780883663 (PB)

9781780883670 (HB) 
Price: £8.99 (PB) £12.99 (HB)

Published: 1st October 2012
ISBN: 9781780882772

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

ALL THE DAUGHTERS

Penny Freedman+ebook

+ebook
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Stuart winced, and passed his hand over his face, a web of lines. “There is
something more. About the mountain. A vile rumour, that there’s some doubt

about whether Ernest ever made the summit.”

The glacier on the vir tually unclimbable peak of Mt Vogel in the southern alps of New Zealand
has yielded a secret, a notebook which casts doubt on the achie vement of Ernest Ashton a
wealthy landowner who has for many years basked in the fame of being the first person to
reach the summit. His son Stuart has built a reputation as a fine mountaineer and TV
personality, boosted by his father’s achievement. Now the son sees his own reputation
jeopardised by his father’s disgrace. The smouldering animosity of lifetime is reignited. 

At this time, Tom Stavely, a close friends of Stuar t’s, returns from England for the wedding of
the rather neglected daughter he had with Stuar t’s sister from whom he is now divorced. Tom
stays with the Ashton’s on the sheep station and is ine vitably involved with the family as the
disaster unfolds at the wedding. He has to search his own heart about how far he should help
Stuart, and finds himself the prime suspect in a m urder.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

Caring for Cathy, 9781906221478, £8.99
Blue Lantern, 9781848761407, £7.99
Present Tense, 9781848764262, £7.99

1st November 2012
9781780883038

£8.99
Paperback

THE CRUEL
PEAK

GIL HOGG

+ebook
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The Secret Anatomy of Candles is a medico-legal mystery drama, written by a doctor, which is
set predominantly in Durham City and the nor th east of England. Jasper Candle is a ruthless
compensation lawyer who finds blame behind every misadventure. But when 3-year-old Ollie
dies because of the measles vaccination controversy, a man recovering from surgery perishes

as a result of an infection caught from another patient, and Jasper’s wife commits suicide in
mysterious circumstances, he is tested to the limit. 

Investigating the enigmatic death of his wif e, Jasper uncovers a devastating family secret
running in his family which forced an impossible choice upon her. As the investigation unfolds

Jasper finds blame for her death increasingly difficult to apportion, something he is not
accustomed to, and this re-examination of culpability conflicts strongly with his professional

convictions and practices. In the end, finding somebody to blame for every event is not
always that simple, that appropriate, nor that desirable. Jasper always tells his clients that

blame facilitates closure, but ultimately finds that neither blame nor closure can heal
everything.

“Smith has cleverly created a winning combination of  mystery and drama
in this excellent debut” 

Diane Cockburn, Author of ‘Under Surveillance and Electric Mermaid’

Published: 24th Oct 2012
ISBN: 9781780883922

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

THE SECRET
ANATOMY

OF CANDLES
QUENTIN SMITH

+ebook
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Childrens/Young Adult Fiction

+ebook

Four friends, Daz, Eve, Oli and Ebony, meet at a fairground, but what appears to be an ordinary
bonfire night couldn’t be further from the truth. One fairground ride throws them into a very
different dimension, where they set off on an unexplainable adventure that is completely out
of this world. Four friends become two upon passing through the first gate: lovable Daz, a
sixteen-year-old boy with a big appetite and a small IQ, and Eve, who is more down to earth,
with a mature head on her young shoulders. Follow them on their adventures as they embark
on an incredible journey through the star signs of the zodiac . 

Aries is a volcanic community, with Roman baths and a captivating fête. But all is not as it
seems, and one by one its hidden secrets are unveiled. Cancer is alive with the hustle and
bustle of its marketplace, and full of peculiar characters. Daz finds himself a new companion in
Shai, a stowaway from Aries. Enticed by the community, Daz gets lost in the crowd, leaving Eve
and her newfound friend Wilton – one of Cancer’s inhabitants – to find him. From there they
travel to Leo, where Ashmen and lions reside in anything but harmony. The Ashmen are the
dark dwellers who skulk underground and live for the darkness, while the lions roam freely. 

Things begin to heat up in Leo as white and black,  good and evil, collide. They each fight for
ultimate power, but what has happened to Eve? She is nowhere to be found, and Daz and Shai
are left to face the next star sign alone… 

1st October 2012
9781780882949

£7.99
Paperback

ANTARES
AND THE
ZODIAC

J & L WELLS
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Children’s/Young Adult Fiction

+ebook

Napoleon Xylophone hates his name; that’s why his friends call him
Zam. When adventure comes knocking, Zam doesn’t let his walking
disability get in the way of fighting the creatures in the underworld

beneath Newcastle. Not when he has a wheelchair that can fl y, a
ghost for a best friend and a grandfather who has cr eated a new life

form that allows whoever wears it to speak to Time...

Napoleon Xylophone gives disabled children a voice to help them
express how they fit into society. Zam, one of the few disabled

superheroes in fiction, shows the difficulties disabled children
encounter every day. Zam is more than a teenager in a wheelchair
with an amazing story to tell; he is a hero anyone can look up to.

Tynemouth schoolboy Alex’s reclusive neighbour Tom finishes
retelling the Tale of Eos. Slowly, it wends its way across the globe and

forward through time, eventually reaching its shocking climax. Alex
and his friends Conna, Maddie and Bex listen on. The old man speaks

of a superweapon of stealth – The Hippo-Tempus – poised
somewhere in time, waiting to be unleashed against humanity b y the

grandly self-styled high priest ‘Zeus’. Does such a thing exist? If so ,
can Tom convince his friends to help him stop the monster? 

Featured in The Bookseller

By the same author: The Hippo-Chronos (9781848767317, £7.99)

NAPOLEON
XYLOPHONE

Frank Lambert

Published: 1st September 2012
ISBN: 9781780882628

Price: £11.99
Binding: Hardback

Published: 1st November 2012
ISBN: 9781780882536

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

THE HIPPO-TEMPUS

AKA The Alexandria Key

Matt Ritson
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Children’s/Young Adult Fiction

Welcome to the Pusska Moggyinsky Ballet Company, held in the secret cellars
of Pluckerslea Hall, an English stately home with a ghostly reputation! Here, in

a flurry of fur and feathers, a whole world of music and dancing exists...

Marmie tells of his great grandmother who founded the company and introduces its main
characters – prima ballerina Pusskarina Pavlova, a dainty white cat who is completel y deaf –
which doesn’t stop her from dancing major roles in the ballets. Character dancer Oliver
Crumble is a plump ginger tom with a leaky pr oblem, ably assisted by Ratchett Rat and ‘The
Commode’, a luxury litter box on wheels. Maestro Erico Poochetti, a shy Shih-Tzu, has the
important position of ballet master, while German Shepherd Gemma McBone is conductor of
the cats, dogs, birds and mice who play in the Moggyinsky Musical Ensemble. Willamena
Wallaby, an Aussie with attitude, is cook and canteen manager, while Madam Carman Coiffure
of millinery and make-up is an eccentric duck with a passion f or plumes. Marmie explains how
the animals get food, heat, light and materials, and tells with a shudder of Black Treacle Farm,
where the notorious Bruiser Bumfluff and his gang of cut-thr oat cats hang out.

This delightful tale, complete with intricate, colourful illustrations, is suitable for 8-12 year olds.

1st January 2013
9781780883564

£7.99
Paperback

INTRODUCING
THE PUSSKA
MOGGYINSKY
BALLET COMPANY

MARIA MCARDLE

+ebook
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Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park, 

Wistow Road, Kibworth 
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277

books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk

This is just a selection of our titles. 
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS

Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering

Sales Representation: Star Book Sales

Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop: 

www.troubador.co.uk/shop

via phone (0116) 279 2299
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk

or ordered through your local bookshop

Audio online

Video online

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

Title is also available as an ebook+ebook
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